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Treffpunkt Deutsch 7e SAM Answer Key 
Kapitel 2 – Freunde 
 
SAM 02-01 Kleine Gespräche. 
[AK] 
1. Haben/haben , Habe/habe 
2. Habt/habt , Haben/haben 
3. Hat/hat , Hat/hat 
4. Hast/hast , Habe/habe 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Listen again carefully. Which forms of haben do you hear? 
2. Listen again carefully. Which forms of haben do you hear? 
3. Listen again carefully. Which forms of haben do you hear? 
4. Listen again carefully. Which forms of haben do you hear? 
 
 
SAM 02-02 Was hast du?  
[AK] 
1. Haben  
2. haben 
3. Habt 
4. haben 
5. Hast 
6. habe 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Which form of haben goes with Martin und Peter? 
2. The sie in this sentence refers to Martin und Peter. 
3. Which form of haben goes with ihr? 
4. Which form of haben goes with wir? 
5. Which form of haben goes with du? 
6. Which form of haben goes with ich? 
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SAM 02-03 Was haben diese Leute? 
[AK] 
1. Habt/habt, haben 
2. Hat/hat, hat 
3. Hast/hast, habe 
4. hat, hat 
5. Haben/haben, habe, habe 
 

[Feedback] 
1. Review forms of haben. Which form agrees with the subject of the sentence? 
2. Review forms of haben. Which form agrees with the subject of the sentence? 
3. Review forms of haben. Which form agrees with the subject of the sentence? 
4. Review forms of haben. Which form agrees with the subject of the sentence? 
5. Review forms of haben. Which form agrees with the subject of the sentence? 
 
 

SAM 02-04 (Nicht) gern oder lieber? 
[AK] 
1. nicht gern 
2. gern 
3. gern 
4. gern 
5. nicht gern 
6. lieber 
7. nicht gern 
8. nicht gern 
 

[Feedback] 
1. Review the meaning of the sentence. What does Nancy ask? Which response makes 

more sense for Uwe to give as an explanation for Nancy? 
2. Review the meaning of the sentence. Based on Jonathan’s question, which response 

makes more sense for Kara to give? 
3. Review the meaning of the sentence. Which form makes more sense in a sentence 

that contains auch sehr? 
4. Review the meaning of the sentence. Which form makes more sense in a sentence 

that contains auch so? 
5. Review the meaning of the sentence. Which form fits better with gar? 
6. Review the meaning of the sentence. Which form fits with viel and makes more sense? 
7. Review the meaning of the sentence. HINT: The suggestion is that Herr and Frau 

Müller are a couple, yet don’t fly together. 
8. Review the meaning of the sentence. Which form makes more sense based on Lisa’s 

observation of what Günter never does? 
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SAM 02-05 Gern oder lieber? 
[AK] 
1. gern, lieber 
2. gern, lieber 
3. lieber 
4. gern, lieber 
5. lieber 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Remember: gern means to like to and lieber means to prefer to. Which form makes 

more sense in this question? 
2. Remember: gern means to like to and lieber means to prefer to. Which response 

makes more sense in this context? 
3. Remember: gern means to like to and lieber means to prefer to. Which response 

makes more sense in light of the question Monika posed and which drink Antje asks 
for? 

4. Remember: gern means to like to and lieber means to prefer to. Notice how Kathrin 
begins her response with Ja, aber ... . Which form makes more sense in this context?  

5. Remember: gern means to like to and lieber means to prefer to. Notice how Eva 
begins her response with Nein, ... . Which form makes more sense in this context? 

 
 
SAM 02-06 Gern oder nicht gern? 
[AK] 
Answers will vary. Possible answers include: 
1. Ja, ich mache gern Sport. / Nein, ich mache nicht gern Sport. 
2. Ja, ich trinke gern Bier. / Nein, ich trinke nicht gern Bier. 
3. Ja, ich spiele gern Karten. / Nein, ich spiele nicht gern Karten. 
4. Ja, ich gehe gern tanzen. / Nein, ich gehe nicht gern tanzen. 
5. Ja, ich studiere gern hier. / Nein, ich studiere nicht gern hier. 
6. Ja, ich lerne gern Deutsch. / Nein, ich lerne nicht gern Deutsch. 
 
 
SAM 2-07 Wie spät ist es? 
[AK] 
1. Ja/ja , fünf nach sieben / sieben Uhr fünf 
2. Nein/nein , Viertel nach zehn / zehn Uhr fünfzehn 
3. Nein/nein , halb zehn / neun Uhr dreißig 
4. Ja/ja , fünf vor halb sechs / fünf Uhr fünfundzwanzig 
5. Nein/nein , zwanzig nach drei / drei Uhr zwanzig 
6. Ja/ja , Viertel vor zwölf / elf Uhr fünfundvierzig 
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[Feedback] 
1. Listen again carefully: Is it 7:05?  
2. Listen again carefully: Is it 9:45? Remember to capitalize nouns! 
3. Listen again carefully: Is it 8:30?  
4. Listen again carefully: Is it 5:25?  
5. Listen again carefully: Is it 4:20?  
6. Listen again carefully: Is it 11:45? Remember to capitalize nouns! 
 
 
SAM 2-08 Ein Programm fürs Wochenende. 
[AK] 
1. f 
2. b 
3. e 
4. a 
5. g 
6. d 
7. c 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Wann spielen wir deutsches Scrabble? 
2. Wann hören wir deutsche Musik? HINT: Which event features hip-hop? Remember: 

Today is Friday. 
3. Wann sehen wir Lola rennt? Remember: Today is Friday. 
4. Wann spielen wir Minigolf mit Professor Schmidt? Remember: Today is Friday. 
5. Wann kochen wir mit Professor Ulrich? 
6. Wann spielen wir deutsche Videospiele? Remember: Today is Friday. 
7. Wann gehen wir zusammen wandern? Remember: Today is Friday. 
 
 
SAM 02-09 David hört gern Jazz. 
[AK] 
1. Jazz 
2. David 
3. er 
4. Davids Freund Frank / Davids Freund / Frank 
5. David und Frank 
6. sie 
7. du 
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[Feedback] 
1. Listen again carefully for the subject. Jazz ist sehr populär in Europa. HINT: Who or what 

is performing the action of the verb? (ALSO: Remember to capitalize nouns in German.) 
2. Listen again carefully for the subject. David ist ein großer Jazzfan. HINT: Who or 

what is performing the action of the verb? 
3. Listen again carefully for the subject. Freitags geht er oft in einen Jazzklub. HINT: 

Who or what is performing the action of the verb? 
4. Listen again carefully for the subject. Davids Freund Frank hört auch gern Jazz. 

HINT: Who or what is performing the action of the verb? (ALSO: Remember to 
capitalize nouns in German.) 

5. Listen again carefully for the subject. Nächstes Jahr fliegen David und Frank zum 
Monterey Jazz Festival nach Kalifornien. HINT: Who or what is performing the 
action of the verb? 

6. Listen again carefully for the subject. In Monterey gehen sie in viele Konzerte. HINT: 
Who or what is performing the action of the verb? 

7. Listen again carefully for the subject. Hörst du auch gern Jazz? HINT: Who or what 
is performing the action of the verb? 

 
 
SAM 02-10 Wer oder was? 
[AK] 
1. Was 
2. Wer 
3. Wer 
4. Was 
5. Wer 
6. Wer 
7. Was 
8. Wer 
9. Was 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Remember: Wer is only used for people, not things. 
2. Remember: Was is used for things, wer for people. 
3. Remember: Was is used for things, wer for people. 
4. Remember: Wer is only used for people, not things. 
5. Remember: Was is used for things, wer for people. 
6. Remember: Was is used for things, wer for people. 
7. Remember: Wer is only used for people, not things. 
8. Remember: Was is used for things, wer for people. 
9. Remember: Wer is only used for people, not things. 
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SAM 02-11 Frage und Antwort. 
[AK] 
1. g 
2. i 
3. b 
4. h 
5. e 
6. d 
7. c 
8. f 
9. a 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Read again carefully! HINT: Is it a city or a province? 
2. Read again carefully! HINT: Is he a writer or an athlete?  
3. Read again carefully! HINT: Is it a city or a province? 
4. Read again carefully! HINT: Is it a reptile or a beer? 
5. Read again carefully! HINT: Is she a performer or a politician? 
6. Read again carefully! HINT: Is he a writer or an athlete? 
7. Read again carefully! HINT: Is it a reptile or an athlete? 
8. Read again carefully! HINT: Was he an athlete or a composer? 
9. Read again carefully! HINT: Is she a performer or a politician? 
 
 
SAM 02-12 Dies-, jed- oder welch-? 
[AK] 
1. jeder 
2. Welche 
3. diese 
4. Diese 
5. Welche 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Use welch- only as a question word. 
2. Here you need a question word. 
3. Schuhe is plural, and jede cannot be plural. 
4. Use welch- only as a question word. 
5. Here you need a question word. 
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SAM 02-13 Dies-, jed-, welch-? 
[AK] 
1. dieses 
2. Welcher 
3. jeder 
4. Dieses 
5. jede 
 
[Feedback] 
1. What is the gender of Buch? 
2. What is the gender of Wein? 
3. What is the gender of Mann? 
4. What is the gender of Wetter? 
5. What is the gender of Stadt? 
 
 
SAM 02-14 Adjektive. 
[AK] 
1. e 
2. en 
3. e 
4. e 
5. e 
 
[Feedback] 
1. What is the gender of Anzug? 
2. What is the gender/number of Leute? 
3. What is the gender of Studienfach? 
4. What is the gender of Note? 
5. What is the gender of Fußballspieler? 
 
 
SAM 02-15 Frau Ziegler schafft Ordnung. 
[AK] 
1. Nina 
2. Nina, Robert 
3. Robert 
4. Frau Ziegler 
5. Robert 
6. Frau Ziegler, Herr Ziegler 

Commented [Pat La1]: DEV: #2 and #6 have two correct 
answers; sts are required to select both of them.  
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[Feedback] 
1. Listen again carefully. Who owns the red sweatshirt? 
2. Listen again carefully. Who owns the CDs? 
3. Listen again carefully. Who owns the black iPod? 
4. Listen again carefully. Who owns the socks? 
5. Listen again carefully. Who owns the jeans jacket? 
6. Listen again carefully. Who owns the DVDs? 
 
 
SAM 02-16 Persönliches. 
[AK] 
1. deine 
2. Meine 
3. meine 
4. euer 
5. unser 
6. dein 
7. sein 
8. Ihr 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Review ein-words! HINT: Which makes more sense for Maria to ask Claudia, your 

friend or his friend? 
2. Review ein-words! HINT: Which makes more sense for Claudia’s response, to talk 

about my friend or his friend? 
3. Review ein-words! HINT: Which makes more sense in this context, my roommate or 

his roommate? 
4. Review ein-words! HINT: Frau Berger has just heard Claudia tell Maria she has a 

roommate, and now asks Claudia a question about them. 
5. Review ein-words! HINT: This continues the discussion about their room. Which 

makes more sense, our or his room? 
6. Review ein-words! HINT: Which makes more sense for Frau Berger to be asking 

Claudia? 
7. Review ein-words! HINT: Which possessive would you use to replace Martin’s? 
8. Review ein-words! HINT: Whose room is being talked about at this point, Peter and 

Martin’s or Claudia and Stephanie’s? 
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SAM 02-17 Kurze Gespräche. 
[AK] 
1. Ihr 
2. seine 
3. seine 
4. Ihre 
5. Unsere 
6. ihre 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Review ein-words! What is the gender of Sohn, masculine or feminine? 
2. Review ein-words! What is the number of Kinder, singular or plural? 
3. Review ein-words! What is the gender of Frau, masculine or feminine? 
4. Review ein-words! What are the gender and number of Töchter? 
5. Review ein-words! What is the gender of Tochter, masculine or feminine? 
6. Review ein-words! What is the gender of Schwester, masculine or feminine? 
 
 
SAM 02-18 Das bessere Zimmer? 
[AK] 
1. ihre 
2. unser 
3. euer 
4. mein 
5. meine 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Review ein-words! HINTS: Is Freundinnen singular or plural? Does it make more 

sense for Sophia to visit my friends or her friends? 
2. Review ein-words! HINT: Charlotte and Claudia are asking Sophia how she likes 

their room. Which possessive would they use to refer to it? 
3. Review ein-words! HINT: Sophia thinks their room is great. Which possessive would 

she use to refer to it?  
4. Review ein-words! HINT: Now Sophia is talking about her own room. 
5. Review ein-words! HINT: Hearing that Sophia lives in Hamburg, Claudia is stating 

something about her own aunt. Which form would she use for that? 
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SAM 02-19 Viele Adjektive. 
[AK] 
1. interessante 
2. kleines 
3. deutscher 
4. neuer 
5. schwarzen 
6. neuen 
7. gute 
8. beste 
9. italienischer 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Stadt is feminine. What is the appropriate ending for the adjective? 
2. Land is neuter. What is the appropriate ending for the adjective? 
3. Film is masculine. What is the appropriate ending for the adjective? 
4. Wintermantel is masculine. What is the appropriate ending for the adjective?  
5. Schuhe is plural. What is the appropriate ending for the adjective? 
6. Mitbewohner is plural. What is the appropriate ending for the adjective? 
7. Studentin is feminine. What is the appropriate ending for the adjective? 
8. Professorin is feminine. What is the appropriate ending for the adjective? 
9. Rotwein is masculine. What is the appropriate ending for the adjective? 
 
 
SAM 02-20 Beschreiben. 
[AK] 
1. sportlicher 
2. musikalische 
3. intelligentes 
4. altes 
5. netter 
 
[Feedback] 
1. You need a masculine ending here.  
2. You need a feminine ending here. 
3. You need a neuter ending here.  
4. You need a neuter ending here. 
5. You need a masculine ending here. 
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SAM 02-21 Ein schlechtes Restaurant. 
[AK] 
1. Bitterer 
2. Saurer 
3. Altes 
4. Bittere 
5. Harte 
6. Kalter 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Check spelling and gender. Salat is masculine. ALSO: Remember to capitalize the 

first word of a sentence. 
2. Check spelling and gender. Wein is masculine. REMINDER: What happens to the ‘e’ 

in sauer when you add the masculine ending? ALSO: Remember to capitalize the 
first word of a sentence. 

3. Check spelling and gender. Brot is neuter. ALSO: Remember to capitalize the first 
word of a sentence. 

4. Check spelling and number. Oliven is plural. ALSO: Remember to capitalize the first 
word of a sentence. 

5. Check spelling and gender. Pizza is feminine.  ALSO: Remember to capitalize the 
first word of a sentence. 

6. Check spelling and gender. Kaffee is masculine. ALSO: Remember to capitalize the 
first word of a sentence. 

 
 
SAM 02-22 Wortsalat. [AK] 
Answers in bold (immer, lang, dumm, richtig, dort, teuer, neu, dünn, heiß, wenig, groß, gut) 
 

g r o ß d g u t r h 

u k h v o y z o e e 

f e u s r l a n g i 

r i c h t i g e p ß 

g ö l w f b f u n i 

w t e u e r d ü n n 

t t w e n i g s h k 

d u m m e i m m e r 
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SAM 02-23 Kategorien. 
[AK] 
1. Fahrzeug   
2. Musik   
3. Wetter 
4. Musik   
5. Wetter 
6. Getränk   
7. Fahrzeug   
8. Getränk   
9. Fahrzeug   
10. Getränk   
11. Musik   
12. Wetter 
13. Musik   
14. Fahrzeug   
15. Getränk   
16. Fahrzeug   
17. Wetter 
18. Getränk   
19. Musik   
 
[Feedback] 
1. What category does a bicycle fit into best?  
2. What category does a concert fit into best? 
3. What category does a barometer fit into best? 
4. What category does a guitar fit into best? 
5. What category does the sun fit into best? 
6. What category does milk fit into best? 
7. What category does a car fit into best? 
8. What category does ice tea fit into best? 
9. What category does a motorcycle fit into best? 
10. What category does beer fit into best? 
11. What category does jazz fit into best? 
12. What category does a thermometer fit into best?  
13. What category does a rock group fit into best? 
14. What category does a bus fit into best? 
15. What category does wine fit into best? 
16. What category does a locomotive fit into best? 
17. What category does rain fit into best? 
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18. What category does coffee fit into best? 
19. What category does a trumpet fit into best? 
 
 
SAM 02-24 Parken bei Wertheim. 
[AK] 
1. acht, fünfzehn 
2. zwanzig, dreißig 
3. acht, fünfzehn, achtzehn, dreißig 
4. Käufer, Nicht-Käufer/Nichtkäufer 
5. zwei, drei 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Read again carefully. Provide only numbers and make sure to write them out. HINT: 

Does öffnet mean opens or closes? 
2. Read again carefully. Provide only numbers and make sure to write them out. HINT: 

Does schließt mean opens or closes? 
3. Read again carefully. Provide only numbers and make sure to write them out. 
4. Read again carefully. HINT: What are the German words for shopper and non-

shopper? 
5. Read again carefully. Provide only numbers and make sure to write them out. 
 
 
SAM 02-25 Sylvia fliegt nach Europa. 
[AK] 
1. Ulrikes Freund 
2. bei Kristianstad 
3. in Lübeck 
4. nach Saßnitz 
5. fünf Tage 
6. Mitte Juli 
7. ein Segelboot 
8. über Hannover 
9. in Kiel 
10. etwa sechs Wochen 
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[Feedback] 
1. Read again carefully: Whose friend is Sven? 
2. Read again carefully: Near which city do Barbara’s friends have a summer home? 
3. Read again carefully: Where does Ulrike live? 
4. Read again carefully: Where are Sylvia and Barbara taking the ferry to?  
5. Read again carefully: How long are Sylvia and Barbara staying in Berlin? 
6. Read again carefully: When are Sylvia and Barbara going to Scandinavia? 
7. Read again carefully. What does Sven own that the friends enjoy on the weekend? 
8. Read again carefully: What is Sylvia and Barbara’s travel route after five days in 

Berlin? 
9. Read again carefully: Where does Sven live?  
10. Read again carefully: How long will Sylvia be in Europe? HINT: Does the word etwa 

mean approximately or exactly? 
 
 
SAM 02-26 Um wie viel Uhr? 
[AK] 
1. a 
2. b 
3. a 
4. a 
5. b 
 
[Feedback] 
1. Listen again carefully: What is Beverly doing this afternoon? 
2. Listen again carefully: What is Klaus Ziegler doing tonight at seven?  
3. Listen again carefully: What is Beverly doing on Monday morning?  
4. Listen again carefully: Who is playing tennis Monday evening?  
5. Listen again carefully: When is Beverly flying to New York?  
 
 
SAM 02-27 Imitieren Sie! 
[AK] 
Answers will vary. Possible answers are: 
1. Adam macht für Agnes Kaffee. 
2. Herbert geht im Herbst nach Schweden. 
3. Lisa sitzt in ihrem Zimmer. 
4. Otto wohnt bei Onkel Olaf. 
5. Ulla sucht einen guten Hund. 
 


